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About This Game

Bomber Barn is a cute competitive local multiplayer game, endless fun for all ages! Battle your friends as a cute animal with
strategic abilities and drop deadly bombs. Blast them before they blast you!

Addicting Fast-paced Gameplay

Arcade-like intensity with surprising complexity.

Distinctive Abilities & Play Styles

4 cute animals have their own unique abilities, with new ones on the way.

Powerful Items

Pick up extra bombs, move faster, make your flames longer, and more.

Exciting Strategically Designed Maps

Each with distinct themes, with more in store!

Customizable Game Variations
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Mix things up. Make your own rules with friends and play your way.

Cute Hats & Accessories

Unlock cosmetics to make your character your own!

1-4 Players with Bots

Blast your friends or blow up bots on your own.

Content Updates

Many more characters, maps, and even game modes currently under development
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Publisher:
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Watched the series on netflix a couple of weeks ago and It was amazing!
Loved the show and hope we get a third (or second in japanese tv) season in 2019!
The Game is good, I like the dialogs, and the gameplay but the map is a little bit confusing
Akko Best Girl
EDIT: I have watched the show 2 times now and enjoyed a lot every single minute of it (Also laughed a lot)
The show has two beautiful messages:
Believe in yourself and dont leave others behind!
The most valuable thing people have are memories!
Thank you Trigger for this!. One of those games that Steam could really use a "Neutral" opinion rather than just YES! or NO!
Basically: Recommended IF on sale.

I love the Tower Defense genre, and this is a fairly decent one. However, that's all it is: Decent.
The levels are repetitive and uninteresting, the graphics (Should you care about such a thing) aren't that stellar (harr harr), and
the towers are alright but not spectacularly balanced. The more expensive ones are hardly worth using.

One nice thing is you have different modes to play for each level you unlock though.

Would I recommend this? "Yes.... But only when on sale, and only if you're not expecting anything amazing or unique".
Basically, it's not worth the $15 asking price, but if you catch it at a substantial discount and have some spare change, there's no
harm in at least giving it a try. Otherwise, I'd pass it and go for Dungeon Warfare 1 or 2, GemCraft, or so on.. I can sit here and
spend hours writing a bunch of boring words saying how this game is going to brighten your pathetic life. Or you can just play it
and find out that this game is going blow your mind.. I would recommend it at a sale price. I enjoyed it mostly due to the visuals
and charming old school vibe. It's a short game with a weak story and easy puzzles, but it has a cool style to it and it was
enjoyable to play through for me. Some of the vehicle sections had me chuckling a bit, because it felt so nostalgic. Sale price for
sure though.. This is a very early review because I didn't even make it through the second stage for now. It's what seems to be a
very challenging game, and it looks so damn good on the HTC Vive. The screenshots don't do the game any favor, it's not nearly
as dull and flat as it appears to be - on the contrary, it's wide, extremely atmospheric and at the same time bizarrely esoteric;
most likely what living through a Lovecraftian horror is supposed to be. You start to fear the walls and beings and on the same
time want to touch them out of pure scientific curiosity. You hastily look around to marvel at the twisted ocean-like landscape,
while only falling deeper into the abyss, narrated by a dark voice taunting and loathing your human form. It's something I never
knew I wanted.

Absolutely buy this.. Controls barely work; a waste of time...
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Great game though you gotta turn the original music on in the options to truly enjoy it. surprisingly neat. Well what can i say
about this demo.
I'm not gonna write a super long review but i think this demo deserves more credit than some people actually give it, It's crystal
clear that whoever made this put a lot of effort and love into it and if i had the money i would most definetely buy the complete
game because now that i've played the demo i'm curious to know how it ends. And besides i had fun playing it! That's the main
thing.
Of course there's some things that could be polished (like certain camera angles) but in overall it's a very beautiful game, the
music is very intuitive with what's going on in the game, puzzles are not that hard to complete or figure it out and that boss fight
at the end of the demo was just superb! It really put me on my guard XD I loved it!
So all i wanted to make clear with this review is that if you have free time and you like these kind of games, give this one a try,
play the demo and even buy the full game if you can. It's worth your time, brings back that nostalgia feeling of old games and
it's really appealing. And nowadays we need to suport developers like this to bring us quality games that are enjoyable to play
and different from the majority :)

It's a 9\/10 game for me.
Happy gaming yall ^^
. Really useful.
Thank you.. great game if you want to learn to fly rc's
graphics look great in single screen mode.
however. this game performs terribly in vr. dont even bother trying it in vr.. I purchased it but cannot download it! The game
points me to the Steam page and the Steam page points me to the game...
There is a dialogue box asking me if I already have Steam, but when I confirm nothing happens. :S. game going to black screen.
This game definitely is a hidden gem in my Steam Library as of now. I was absolutely floored by the sheer amount of content in
this game made, pretty much by a single guy. As others have pointed out, the game feels very inspired by Cave Story, but it is
also all in its own.

The grappling mechanic feels great, and whever you finish a tricky section it feels good, because the controls are extremely tight
and work well with the physics the developer worked out.

The story is nuanced and told through journal entries, which is really cool and adds another layer of depth to the game, trying to
collect them all, because some are in out of the way, hard to reach spots.

The music is spot \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing on and every area worked well in both aesthetic and music, and the melody
pretty much being somewhere in all of the tracks added a lot of cohesion

The difficulty is not for the faint of heart, this game is not easy. As another reviewer said, while being very trial and error-y, it's
also about having inputs that sync up right to make everything flow.

Overall this game is really, really, really good, and definitely worth looking into. I know I'm gonna be speedrunning this, so, take
that as you will.
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